of about 61 meters. Although this is in remarkable
agreement with the observed 66-meter wavelength,
the theory does not explain why harmonics of this
wavelength should also be apparent.
This research was supported by National Science
Foundation grant GV-28804.
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A 3.1-meter recession of Meserve
Glacier, Wright Valley
M. J . MCSAVENEY
Institute of Polar Studies
The Ohio State University
Columbus, Ohio 43210
A survey of the ice-cliff margin of Meserve Glacier,
near Meserve Glacier Hut, in January 1974 revealed
a substantial, 3.1-meter retreat of the cliff since January 1966. The measurements in 1974 removed the
ambiguity surrounding those made in January 1972
(McSaveney, 1973) and necessitate a correction to
that earlier interpretation.
Between January 1966 and January 1972, the ice
cliff probably receded 1.75 meters, the maximum value
estimated by McSaveney (1973), and in the following
2 years (to January 1974) it receded another 1.37
meters.
Distances were measured with a hand-held steel
tape in the two directions indicated in the figure.
Station A0 is a survey station on a moraine ridge 50
meters east-northeast (grid) of Meserve Glacier Hut
and is marked by a wooden pole that stands on a
wooden cross held in place by boulders; GB is a rock
bolt in a 1-meter diameter boulder 5 meters south of
the hut; and T1, 30 meters south-southeast (grid) of
the hut, is a steel pipe held in place by a rock cairn.
Changes in the distances have, so far, greatly exceeded
any errors due to positioning of the tape against the
slightly irregular ice surface.
In the scale of glacial processes at this polar alpine
glacier, where ice motion at the cliff is about a meter
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each year, a rate of retreat of 0.4 meter per year is of
major significance. Averaged over the entirt cliff,
ablation exceeds ice flow by more than 150 percent, a
value similar to that in major retreat of man y temperate glaciers. Continued retreat at this rate could
remove the glacier tongue in about 750 years.
Péwé and Church (1962, p. 304) found that glaciers
in the McMurdo Sound region have "remained essentially unchanged in position and shape for half 3. century." Their data were obtained from photogiaphs:
my measurements are not altogether inconsistent with
their conclusion because they could not have detected
a change of this magnitude. However, it is more probable that this "rapid" retreat is a phenomenon of the
last decade. It certainly has not been maintained for
50 years.
Bull and Carnein (1970, p. 440) describe the foot
of the ice cliff at Meserve Glacier in 1966 and 1967
as "an apron of broken ice averaging 2 meters thick
and extending 12 meters from the cliff." In 1974, no
continuous apron remained and the few remaining
ice-debris fans were less than 2 meters thick and did
not extend 12 meters. It therefore is probable that
retreat began after 1967.
Simple measurements such as these take but a few
minutes to make, yet are invaluable in assessing the
state of balance of glaciers such as Meserve Glacier.
People working in this region in the future can add
greatly to this record of glacier behavior by remeasuring these distances.
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Map of measurement stations at Meserve Glacier hut, showing
distances measured in January 1974.
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Thi research was done in the course of pursuing
investiations under National Science Foundation
grant ov-28804.
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Former grounded ice sheets in the
Ross Sea
G. H. DENTON and H. W. BORNS, JR.
Department of Geological Sciences and
Institute for Quaternary Studies
University of Maine
Orono, Maine 04473

are being processed; however, available carbon-14
dates indicate that grounding of this sheet occurred
>47,000 years ago, that initial thinning began prior to
10,000 years ago, and that ungrounding occurred in
the sound by 5,000 years ago.
Hypotheses that have been invoked to explain these
grounded sheets include (1) expansion of east antarctic ice into the Ross Sea, (2) advance of local glaciers
from the Transantarctic Mountains and from Ross
Island, (3) local grounding of the Ross Ice Shelf, or
(4) a northward sweep of the grounding line, now
located in Marie Byrd Land, that separates the Ross
Ice Shelf and the west antarctic ice sheet. Geologic
considerations currently favor the fourth hypothesis
and suggest that the west antarctic ice sheet repeatedly
has expanded north into the Ross Sea and probably
into the Weddell Sea. If this reconstruction is correct,
the last collapse of an expanded sheet has been a
recent phenomenon; this is in accord with the suggestion (Hughes, 1973) that west antarctic ice is disintegrating. This hypothesis easily can be tested, and
a rate of recession calculated, by geologic field work
on the coast of northern Victoria Land, on islands in
the Ross Sea, and on moraines fringing outlet glaciers
of the Transantarctic Mountains.
This research was supported by National Science
Foundation grant GA-14388
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Gltcial deposits in the McMurdo region record two
seric of major events. The first involves invasions of
Tayl r and Wright valleys by tongues of the inland
ice s eet dammed west of the Transantarctic Mountains. Advances prior to 4 million years ago carved
the alleys; only four subsequent advances, all relativel minor, have occurred within the last 3.6 million
year . The second series of events involves the repeated
pres nce, within the last 1.2 million years, of grounded
ice s eets in McMurdo Sound and in the eastern Ross
Sea nd Ross Ice Shelf areas.
During the 1973-1974 austral summer, from October to December, we concentrated on mapping and
datirig moraines and erosional features associated with
the oungest grounded ice sheet. The results indicate
that ice of this sheet entered McMurdo Sound both
frothe southeast, between Ross Island and Minna
Blu , and from the east, around the northern tip of
Ros Island. The ice attained altitudes of 260 to 310
meters on the west coast of McMurdo Sound, of 573
meters at Cape Bird, of 277 meters at Brown Peninsula l, of 403 meters on eastern Mount Discovery, and
of 6109 meters on eastern Minna Bluff. Hence, the ice
sheet surface rose to the east and southeast. Grounded
ice achieved a maximum thickness of about 1,325
meters in McMurdo Sound. Most dating samples still
August 1974

Hughes, T. 1973. Is the west antarctic ice sheet disintegrating? Journal of Geophysical Research, 78(33):
7884-7910.

Glaciological studies along Byrd Station
strain network
I. M. WHILLANS and L. G. THOMPSON
Institute of Polar Studies
The Ohio State University
Columbus, Ohio 43210
This season's experiments were designed to obtain
additional data necessary to interpret the ice regime
of upper Marie Byrd Land (Whillans, 1973) and the
variations in climatic effect on the ice sheet at present
and during the recent tens of thousands of years. The
field party consisted of six persons from The Ohio
State University and work was conducted on the
surface of the ice sheet upstream from the Byrd Station core hole. The experiments (1) studied the processes of snow sedimentation, (2) sampled the present167

